
THE TRUTH ABOUT BEING A TEENAGER 

Is it the parents, the internet, peer pressure or the children themselves who are to blame? Following the 
drug death of Isobel Jones-Reilly, our writers analyse the perils of growing up... 
 

 
 
AMELIA Bouquet 17, from London says: The story of Isobel Jones-Reilly who died of a drug overdose at 
a party frightens parents but how do teenagers react? I think that if you’re closely connected with 
someone who has been taken to hospital or died then it would act as a massive wake-up call. However it is 
you haven’t been influenced directly which is why drug use among teenagers will, unfortunately, continue. 
 
I have been to many parties where there have been drugs readily available. I’m sure if you took a group of 
14-year-olds the majority of them would have smoked a joint, got drunk and maybe more. Because it’s the 
done thing, keeping up is what is important. Not only do teenagers feel obliged to do these things but also 
to document every moment of a night out on Facebook, telling those who missed it how “great” it was. 
This cyber addiction has led to many people being judged not for who they are but for who’s “writing on 
their wall”, their profile pictures and the number of “friends” they have. 
 
But we can’t blame everything on Facebook. Drugs are part of culture and always have been. They’re very 
easy to get hold of. But from my own experience I think that alcohol can be just as dangerous. It has been 
said that had alcohol come on to the market now it would be a class A drug. I know that it leads to bad 
judgment and to making a fool of yourself. I think that if cannabis is considered a gateway drug then 
alcohol is even more so. Who’s taken drugs who hasn’t drunk alcohol first?  
 
I’d say the number would be very few. I know that at the age of 14 or 15 I didn’t know much about who I 
was or what I wanted to do which I’m guessing is the same for most teenagers. Schools teach us only to 
pass exams and society teaches us to follow fashion. There is no real guidance about what path we should 
take and how we should live. Pressures often lead teenagers to get “wasted” at weekends like the adults 
they see coming home after a tough day and finishing a bottle of red. 
 
Unfortunately for parents one thing which has never changed is that teenagers do not want to discuss 
their private lives with them. Parents seem like the last people who would understand, though as I get 
older I’m beginning to understand that this isn’t true. Parents should ask their children what they are 
doing at the weekends not in an intrusive way but in a friendly, interested way. At least then they have 
some idea what’s going on and can advise them. 
 
It’s also crucial to make teenagers understand that they don’t have to do everything at once. One minute 



we’re being told to conform, the next moment we’re told the opposite but ultimately you’re never going to 
“keep up” with everything. So to use an old cliché “just be yourself”.  
 
Fiona Webster from Oxfordshire, is a writer and mother of Conor, 23, Caitlin, 21, and Christian, 19. She 
says: AS I write this I can hear my children and three of their teenage friends getting up after a night 
celebrating the Easter holidays. They hog the bathroom and hoover up everything in the fridge but I 
would rather they were here than slumped on a stranger’s sofa or lying in a hospital. The death of Isobel, 
at 15, will send shivers down the spine of every parent who has dropped their child off at a party or been 
asked to go out by their kids when they have their friends round. 
 
When my three began having teenage parties we never went far from home, no matter how much they 
pleaded, and it was only as they got older that I relaxed enough to go out. It all seems light years from 
their toddler days when I believed you could stop worrying when they got older and became independent. 
How wrong I was. The teenage years are the scariest for parents by far as they step out in the world. And 
boy has it changed since our day. Yes, it has opened up for them but with it comes a multitude of modern 
pressures. 
 
The internet means they can meet people from all over the globe and from every walk of life, good and 
bad. Smart phones give them instant access to the internet and Facebook – away from home and parents’ 
prying eyes. Add this to the already potent mix of hormones, friendships, love, body image worries and 
school, and parent pressure. Then there’s drink and drugs. Both are far more available today and in an 
alarmingly alluring variety. 
 
As a parent you would be naive to think your children are not going to be tempted to experiment. If their 
friends are doing it, it’s hard to resist. That’s why so many young people smoke, despite all the 
Government’s efforts. It’s less to do with your parenting skills and more the crowd they are influenced by. 
I think the pressure is particularly tough for girls. They are told they need the perfect body, the perfect 
boyfriend, to be able to hold their drink when they are challenged to drink five vodka shots and be one of 
the boys when it comes to drugs. 
 
My daughter says: “So many teenage girls lack confidence and think taking drugs like ecstasy makes them 
happier and more confident. Or they do it to try to impress a boy they like. Hard core music like drum 
and bass, dubstep, techno and electro are associated with taking drugs. A lot of young people believe they 
help them have more fun.” Terrifying words. So what do you teach your child? How can you keep them 
safe? No matter how much they rebel I hope ours have soaked up some of the values and beliefs we have 
tried to instil in them and can call on them in tricky situations. 
 
I hope they heed such guidelines as: get home safely, you can have a good time without getting drunk, 
some risks aren’t worth taking, just because someone does something you don’t have to, and going your 
own way is admirable. Being too heavy-handed is not the answer (if someone keeps telling you not to do 
something you are more inclined to do it) but neither is being too liberal. Even teenagers want some 
boundaries. They may be growing up but you are still the parent. 
 
It’s about getting a balance, not being too intrusive but not being so laid-back they think you don’t care, 
or that anything goes. We can also set an example, like knowing when to stop. If we dive into a wine 
bottle at 6pm each night and don’t stop because we’ve had a bad day, should we be surprised if they do 
the equivalent? They are young adults and can join the Army at 16 and vote at 18 but they need examples, 
and that’s you and me.  
 
Lastly look out for signs. If they suddenly hang around with older or different people, start needing more 
money than usual or their appearance changes dramatically, talk to them. You can only teach them well 
and trust they make the right decisions based on their judgment – and be there when they need you. 
 
MARTIN PLIMMER, 58, from London is the father of Joe, 35, Hannah, 23, and Hector, 19. He says: 
GENERALLY teenagers have the self-control of children and the urges of adults. Add naivety and 
Pandora-like curiosity and you have a dangerous combination that all parents know contains the potential 



for accidents. We dread poor Isobel’s fate befalling our own children. 
 
We can’t blame teenagers for their urges. We were the same once, though that’s not much comfort to us. 
We know how the young hunger to experience the vivid sensations the real world can offer. We hope that 
if and when the real world decides to deliver to our children the kind of vicious sucker punch we know it 
to be capable of, it will be a bruising, not a killer blow. Teenagers don’t want to know you were once there 
too. It annoys them if you are difficult to shock and may provoke them to greater efforts.  
 
In any case understanding them is not our biggest problem; it’s not being understood by them. You watch 
them wake at midday and sit in front of the TV eating things in cartons from the fridge, not noticing other 
people are in the world, or even in the room. They are aliens from Planet Slob. It’s the lowest point in 
most parents’ lives. Worrying about their welfare is bad enough; knowing that you are so dull it hurts your 
children just to look at you is worse. My daughter reached the point where she would ignore me in the 
street if she was with a friend but she abruptly tuned out of Planet Slob after 18 months and returned to 
human form, bringing me a cup of tea at my desk.  
 
It was like being kissed by an angel. My sons were aliens for rather longer. At 17, my younger son had one 
of those anarchic teen parties. He invited only a few friends, he said; his friends had invited their friends, 
their friends had invited the rest of the youth offenders’ programme and he’d ended up with a houseful of 
frenzied strangers giving creative vent to their craziest demons. When I came home at 2am I found him 
among broken furniture and windows, white and trembling. It wasn’t fear of my reaction that shook him 
so, it was the experience of being horribly out of control. 
 
I’d say that was a bruising blow for him and now it is a distant memory, I’m grateful the damage happened 
to the house and not him. You can’t eliminate risk from the teenage experience. Of course adult patience, 
unflappability, compassion and any number of other virtues, sensibly applied, will help steer a child safely 
through the danger years, though I have always had an uncomfortably powerful sense, whenever one has 
emerged intact on the adult side, that we have been on a strange adventure over which neither of us had 
much control. 
 
Bron: Express (april 2011) ‘The truth about being a teenager’. Geraadpleegd op 18 mei 2011, 
van: http://www.express.co.uk/posts/view/243160/The-truth-about-being-a-teenager 


